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Abstract—Image processing is a process of understanding, 

image study and adjustment. Based on the image a few practical 

processes have been developed for quantities evaluation of fruits 

such as orange, orange, mango and other items fruit assessments 

are used in the packaging industry. This paper review of various 

types of methods such as the Monte Carlo method, method of 

moving water and segments of color images techniques and 

algorithms such as analysis, image analysis, and Bee Edge Sensor 

Algorithm for determining the quantity of fruit. This document 

includes advantages and disadvantages for everyone Methods to 

evaluate the amount of fruits and descriptions comparison of all 

methods. An assessment of the quantity of fruit is some problems 

such as time and accuracy of the results. 

KEYWORDS— FRUIT, VOLUME MEASUREMENT, SEGMENTATION 

                                          I.     INTRODUCTION 

India is the largest producer of fruits in the world. 

The enormous loss after harvest (25-30 percent) 

was observed in fruit in Bulgaria. The duration of 

harvesting and consumption [8]. So there is an 

urgent need to take a decent one practicing harvest 

management by accepting improvements 

packaging, shipping and shipping efficiently 

method. Packaging is imperative to protect the 

mango in good condition until they are sold and   

used package also protects products from bubbles. 

 
If you want to find the quantity of fruit you can use 

the method is very different. A digital camera is 

standard used to capture images of fruit. You can 

get it the height and width of a 1D image, but want 

to get it purple diameter then uses 2D images and 

you want to get a rainbow using 3D weather. 

Converting 2D images into 3D images is a very 

difficult process. 

 

The purpose of this study is to study image 

processing algorithms to automate automation the 

process of calculating the quantity of fruit. 

 

The real purpose is to try to understand the image 

an analytical algorithm that measures the volume of 

a fruits using the download function. 

 

In section 2,We have determined a literary review 

of the voice 

Technique evaluates the fruit, and then sets the 

section 

methods and algorithms for calculating the volume 

of fruits and Later on, the conclusion of our review. 

 

A specific purpose is to review the image analysis 

an algorithm that measures the size and weight. 

Goal of this study is to provide image algorithms to 

calculate the volume. 
 

In [10], Methods of changing water with traditional 

methods are used to calculate the volume. But these 

approaches have two disadvantages. 

1. This is a test time. 
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2. This will use inactive under field conditions. 

 

They conclude that the actual quantity and the size 

of the result not the same and the result is not 

correct. 

 

Few year ago, work was expensive to sort and 

classify 

Mango so farmers need an alternative autonomous 

capacity 

sorting and ranking of purple. One day, the farmer 

uses it 

the automation system. Automatic use is quality 

inspection, classification, classification and 

classification of agricultural products the product is 

more interesting. 

 

The Monte Carlo method used [2] described this 

method size can be measured from 1D to length and 

width. Diameters can be measured from 2D images 

and surfaces fruits can be evaluated by 3D 

images.

 
This stuff is at the center of the computer vision as 

shown in Figure 2. Five Purple Images get with the 

help of five cameras. This image is used for 

extracting the height of the surface and the diameter 

of the mango. Using it variable we can easily get a 

quantity of fruits. 

 

Remove the equipment to the purple amount on a 

base Acoustic acoustic [3]. This tool creates 

frequency used to extract a purple form. This device 

is available plastic pipes, vitamins, minerals (PVC) 

in silicon. At the bottom of the device consists of 

plates, plastics and speakers install at the top of the 

device. The microphone is mounted on a cylinder 

wall at a height of 15 centimeters from the base. 

The sound card on the computer and the speaker is 

connected to audio card audio output. Best of all, 

response signals are received by the microphone 

and pop up a sound card on a computer. Converts 

the received signal to a frequency using Fourier 

Conversion (FFT). 

The mango was placed on the subwoofer and then 

measured the frequency. 

Mango is placed on the sound with different 

positions and size. 

 

In addition, the three key words are Mango 

Grading, Fuzzy 

RGB color system and sensor [4]. Use mango are 

divided into different sections based on the color of 

the fruit. 

 

Fruit color is the most important part. RGB color 

Using the touch pattern is the meaning of the color 

of purple and collect different frames or indexes. 

RGB color sensors in LED a light source that is 

used separately for obtaining purple leather data 

and use one of the amplifiers using a synthesizer 

amplifier received 16-bit data. RGB color sensors 

have been developed sample in RGB sensor, 

amplifier. 

 

There is another technique of division [9], which is 

for mango division, the amount of mango is very 

important. For this the study was conducted among 

1,050 violets collected between them 2004 

and 2007 were measured at the Orchard 

Experimental Orchard Mae Jo University, 

Chiang Mai, Thailand. They are Managua 

measured by different parameters, such as 

Maximum mass density maximum width 

and width is 1,0 mm. Then the original 

mango was weighed against the digital 

camera with the accuracy of 0.1 degrees for 
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calculating the number of all image masses 

is taken under static rules, the vertical 

distance of the surface is 45 centimeters. 

Now the values of L and wmax are taken 

out of the form graph of all views. Graphics 

are greeted by this frequency and the 

average price are applied. Even mango the 

shape is not estimated by some standard 

geometry graphics, but this method is able 

to define co-branding between the 

downward traits to the table. According 

towith different types of mango, it is 

considered to be this method can not find 

contact. 

 

Here we learn the algorithm or volume 

method an assessment of the mango, but it 

does not have the same effect from the 

entrance value. Some methods offer high 

accuracy, another method provides little 

accuracy of results. But we want to be right 

of the method or will take a low time. So it 

will be used in packaging industry 

 

Due to an uneven surface image an issue 

occurred during the download process [17]. 

Mostly this happens in dark or light pictures 

using the background recognition and other 

image processing techniques the algorithm 

based on the area of benefits means that this 

area is more than the actual area. Interesting 

areas may look like a background or a pixel. 

They use the following equation at [21], 

                         
The voltage is the size of the sphere, and D is the 

diameter of it. This the equation uses both the fetus 

diameter and the length of the fruit. They have that 

with the help of the equation accuracy of the result 

can be growing. They get real sound using water 

methodology and compare actual results and 

outputs. 

 

To predict the quantity of bananas [22] they have 

development of electronic systems for testing the 

volume calculations of bananas. Powerful 

electronic equipment the device is designed to 

predict the quantity of bananas. This system is used 

to measure four volumes the component consists of 

an electronic rectangular shaft plate circuit, 

microcontroller and display [22]. Best of all, the 

capacitive sensor method is reliable for measuring 

the volume of banana and is calibrated to measure 

others quantity of fruit. 

 

The rating system gives us more information on 

color space, 

Appearance, lack and inner quality. They did a 

review to develop a sorting system for the 

assortment of lemon on color and size [23]. 

 

The quantity of three varieties of apples is based on 

[24] physical attributes such as dimension, mass, 

mass, and circle through a non-linear regression 

analysis. In this study they use the GMD model 

(average geometric mean) better than other 

dimensions. 

 

Developing rules for a set of scanners that are not 

destructive 

measure the surface of a cylinder fruit  

 

[25]. A specific algorithm is displayed to determine 

the area of fruit cylindrical like watermelon. They 

concluded that the size of 

unreasonable fruit Externally applied region. 
 

1. Methods and Algorithms 

       1.1Methods: 

During our conferences, we learn the basics for 

Quantitative calculations, volume calculations. 

Some 

Methods are described below: 

A. Monte Carlo Method with Heuristic Adjustment for 

     Irregularly Shaped Food Product Volume 

     Measurement. 
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    We can get the form of fruits using the computer 

vision          system. This system requires hardware 

and software like  the      calibration of the camera, 

buying images, pictures processing. Using camera 

takes the concept of fruit different locations like the 

above view and surrounding view. The camera 

connects to a computer via USB Cable. While 

playing back pictures, take pictures from different 

directions. These pictures describe the RGB color 

size, dimensions, and resolution, both vertically and 

in pixels horizontal direction. We can get RGB 

color space HSV color space. Through HSV, we 

can easily divide 

baby background. It is a picture in gray rock built 

by the sum of the weight of H, S and V omponents 

use [2] 

                 
     The weight is so chosen an optimal segment 

result will be received. It's Gr then normalized to 

[0,255]. 

After this process, disconnect the image to remove 

it the shape of the image 
. 
 

B. Water displacement. 
     This is the traditional method of calculating the volume.   

This method requires a type of hardware like a plate. Best of 

all, Fruits are placed on a plate of water, then we can the 

quantity of fruits is easy. But the results of the approach are 

not accurate and required to use machinery. He will use it 

not applicable under field conditions. 

 

C. Color Image segmentation technique. 

There are several methods for image sharing such as 

cluster-based, edge-based techniques local technical, division, 
and consolidation techniques technical. All methods use 

different methods and strategy. 

 

    The local technique is to distribute the image to another 

area based on rules like the whole pixel in the region the same 

gray level. 

 

    Edge detection is a fundamental problem in the image 

processing. Usually the edge detection technique is used to 

find the boundary of the image disturbance. Important the task 

is to draw the edges from the image into the corner of the line, 

curve. 
 

    Break up and integrate technology in the first two sections 

The basic division of the image by some rules image. If too 

much diversity occurs, the image is divided in the Launch 

Level area. At the merger, place two zones are merged if they 

are equal and similar. This merger is repeated until there is no 

merger possible. 

 
2. Method Comparison 

   All of these methods have some features and limitations 

It is defined in the table below: 

 

 
3. Algorithm 

During our conferences, we learn from the basics the 

algorithm for calculating the volume of fruit. Some of the 

algorithm is described below: 

 

A. Image analysis algorithm: 

 1.Take a picture 

   2 After receiving the RGB image and the CB value of the       

pixel is calculated by different methods. Use CB and 

brightness value. The value of CB is optional. 

3 After the edges of the edges were found with the image. 
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Then remove unnecessary areas from the image. , 

5 Set pixels and area of the image. 

6 Explore the circle of each region and remove it pixels of the 

image. Other areas have been removed so that the final 

segment image is received go to a single-image image. 

7 Then calculate the sick pixel and calculate% of sick pixel. 

8 Identity quality and image size. 

 
 

B. Canny Edge Detection Algorithm [6] 

1 First, remove the sound from the image before  

attempting find the edges of the image. Two dimensions are 

Gaussian estimates to look for edges. One is X direction and 

the second direction is Y. 
2. Image gradients are used to change the intensity 

indicates the presence of edges. She will give leads to a slope 

of X direction and a slope of Y direction. 

3. Maximum cracks. The edges will occur when the 

gradient is maximal and the gradients are calculated each 

pixel. Then check each pixel for dimensions the slope is 

greater than a pixel spacing in a positive or negative direction 

perpendicular to the slope. If the pixel is not larger over both, 

to prevent it. 

      

 
  4. The starting level is used by the Keys sensor called 

"Abbreviation". It's as high as that low and low. If the pixel is 

worth above the top, then it is provided as a pixel. 

 

If  the pixel values above the lower level, it is set to 

and pixels. If the pixel is below the low the brightness is not 

set to the last pixel. (Algorithm based on the description given 

in [6]). 

            

 

 

                            CONCLUSION  
This publication analyzes several issues in one form 

download, Troubleshooting, Edge Finder and color control. 
Many methods and algorithms have been developed estimate 

the quantity of fruit but when in trouble time and accuracy. 

These rules are in between them the results of the evaluation 

and the actual results. 

 

So it is necessary to create a new volume algorithm evaluation 

of fruits to overcome issues such as time and accuracy. 

 

We are in the process of developing algorithms for algorithms 

fruit calculator to solve time and accuracy. 
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